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Abstract
Simulation modelling lacks a rich body of literature on practices of modellers in the real world. We study the context and some generic practices of expert simulation modellers to discover how the context of modellers may affect the practice of modelling and simulation. The results highlight that simulation modellers develop their models under a variety of contexts and their practices may be affected by their context. The problem area, the scope and the breadth of a problem, simulation software and the size and complexity of the model are some of the contextual factors which may affect a modeller’s practices such as model development, documentation, maintenance and evaluation. For example, model maintenance is required only for large scale models developed for long term use. Similarly, varying level of documentation may be required depending on the client requirements and project needs. Our study is a valuable addition to the research investigating simulation practice in the real world.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Modelling and simulation, a widely used tool, is considered to be the technical heart of the operational research and management science [1]. However, simulation modelling research generally focuses more on the application of simulation and less on the practice and methodology of modellers in the real world. Since modellers approach modelling differently under varying contexts the outcome of simulation may depend very much on the personal style and practices of a simulation modeller [2]. Robinson [3] suggests that the way a modeller develops his model depends on the characteristics of a model (e.g. size, complexity, objectives, scope, model life, simulation technique, simulation software, team size, etc.) and a modeller’s skills (e.g. experience, education, style, team skills and size). Thus, the modelling practices (modelling process, documentation, maintenance, client contact, etc.) may also vary with the characteristics of models and the modeller’s skills. Other researchers such as [4-7] suggest that practices of a simulation modeller can potentially affect the quality and success of simulation studies. Simulation practice can only be improved if we understand a modeller’s practices in the real world. Therefore, it is important to conduct in-depth studies in order to enhance our understanding of simulation modelling in varying contexts; which in turn may help in improving simulation practice. This paper explores the context and practice of expert simulation modellers and relates how simulation practice may be affected by the context. This research provides a valuable contribution towards enhancing our understanding of simulation practice in the real world.

The paper has been organised in 7 sections. Section 2 provides an overview of the background literature, section 3 outlines the research methodology, sections 4 and 5 present the results of the study, section 6 provides a discussion on the results and Section 7 concludes the paper.
2. LITERATURE BACKGROUND

Despite an abundance of literature on application of simulation in various areas of business and engineering, in-depth studies on simulation practice in the real world are rare and difficult to pursue. A number of surveys exploring modellers’ characteristics [8, 9] and practice [10, 11] have been reported in simulation literature. Arguably, these quantitative studies have provided useful indicators to understand characteristics of modellers and their backgrounds; nevertheless, these studies do not provide deep insights into their practices. We have, however, found a few in-depth studies looking at the practices of modellers under an experimental setting which includes Tako and Robinson [12], Willemain [13], Wang and Brooks [14], and Foss et al. [15]. Each study is described briefly below.

Tako and Robinson [12] highlight the differences in modelling practices of discrete-event simulation (DES) and systems-dynamics (SD) modellers. They conclude that SD modellers spend more time on conceptual modelling as compared to DES modellers, whereas DES modellers spend more time on coding and validation of simulation model as compared to SD modellers. They also suggest that DE modellers seem to follow a more linear thinking approach as compared to an SD modeller; however, both DES and SD modellers follow a highly iterative process of modelling. Furthermore, they note that DES and SD modellers also differ in thinking with regards to model objectives, model complexity and size, inputs data and experimentation. This suggests that potential differences in contextual factors lead to differing modelling practices.

The most prominent in-depth study of modelling practice has been conducted by Willemain [3, 13] which explores the way expert modellers develop mathematical models. They analysed expert modellers’ practice in five generic categories: context (problem formulation), structure (or design), realization (deriving solution), assessment (testing/validation), and implementation. Willemain [13] identified that experts moved between structuring (design) and assessing (validation) in an iterative fashion and switched their attention between different topics quite frequently. Willemain [13] highlighted that it is important to further improve our understanding on how expert modellers develop their models and suggested that practical guidelines for model formulation should be developed for novices in order to become experts. Willemain [13] acknowledged the limitation of the study as being a one hour experiment and emphasised that future studies should look at modellers’ practice in real projects.

More recently, Wang and Brooks [14] conducted a similar study which covered complete real time simulation projects for a client. One expert and nine novices participated in their study. They studied one expert over a period of 10 weeks who worked on a call centre simulation project. The expert recorded the amount of time spent on each category identified as identified by Willemain [13]. A similar set of experiments was conducted on 9 students (as novice modellers) who worked on a real time simulation project for 12 weeks. Each participant worked on a different project. They concluded from their experiment that their expert modeller spent a higher proportion of time on conceptual modelling and validation and verification; whereas novices spent more time on data collection. However, it is important to note that the lack of uniformity in the analysis is an inherent limitation in carrying out such research on a real time project, because each problem in a real time project is different and each modeller may have different personal style and characteristics. This implies that contextual factors have an effect on the way modellers go about developing their models. Wang and Brooks [14] suggest that in a laboratory setting, however, the researcher can perform analysis more uniformly as Willemain [13] did.

Foss et al. [15] interviewed 16 expert modellers from Germany and Norway working in process industries. In this study, instead of giving them a standard case study, the participants
were asked to discuss how they had developed a model for a particular problem in the past. They interviewed the experts on a pre-defined task structure which included initial data collection, tools selection, conceptual modelling, model representation, implementation, verification, initialization, validation, documentation and model application. Foss et al. conclude that the degree of sophistication of a modelling tool greatly affects the efficiency of the modellers and the quality of the outcome; they also report that modelling seems to be an individual creative activity, heavily dependent on personal style, background, and characteristics of the modeller. They also note that the more experience a modeller has, the less inclined (s) he will be to develop a conceptual model. They also identify that a conceptual modelling style also depends on a modeller’s background e.g. control engineers prefer block diagramming, mathematicians think in equations and chemical engineers think in engineering concepts. They say that most simulation models developed by their participants are poorly documented and therefore, rarely reused. They further state that poor documentation makes it very hard to maintain the models.

As the above discussion suggests, a modeller may develop a number of simulation projects of varying complexity, size, and application areas; using different types of simulation software tools and simulation paradigms while dealing with a variety of clients with varying objectives and goals. Therefore, their modelling practice may differ depending on these contextual factors. Our study is a valuable addition in the research investigating simulation practice in the real world. Our study, however, differs from the above mentioned studies in two important ways.

- Firstly, Willemain [13] and Wang and Brooks’ [14] experiments explore the practices of simulation modellers but do not pay much attention to the contextual factor; while our particular focus is to investigate how contextual factors of modellers relate with their simulation practice.
- Secondly, the above mentioned studies either use an experimental setting or explore modelling practice under certain pre-defined categories; while we aim to discover modellers practice under their typical context without enforcing an experimental setting and a standardized case study.

We believe that investigating the contexts and practice simulation modellers will enable further understanding of simulation practice and underpin the simulation methodology research.

3. METHODOLOGY

We conducted semi-structured interviews with the participants. The semi-structured interviewing technique was the most appropriate for this research as we wanted to explore the contexts and practices of simulation modellers in-depth and generally in a structured manner. The interview questions focused on 8 main areas of interest to explore the modelling context and practices of the modellers.

A pool of interview questions was prepared, consisting of some main open ended questions and several auxiliary questions which were to be asked depending on the flow of interview. A questionnaire consisting of open ended questions was sent to the participants a week prior to conducting the interviews. We also prepared an interview script document, which was used during the interview to ensure a generally uniform way of conducting interviews with all the participants.

We also conducted an extensive pilot study consisting of two phases with an objective to evaluate the interviewing instrument. The first phase aimed to pre-test the validity of questions to be asked in the interview. The initial draft of the questions pool was then improved on the basis of feedback received by the pre-testing participants. In the second
phase, pilot interviews were conducted with four other participants, which helped us in assessing the appropriateness, structure and flow of the interview. This also provided us with practice for the main set of interviews along with helping us in determining an appropriate duration of the interviews and evaluating the audio recording equipment.

4. THE PARTICIPANTS AND THEIR CONTEXT

The participants in this study consist of both simulation practitioners and researchers. Twenty participants took part from the USA, UK, Germany, Spain and South Africa. Table I provides a summary of participants’ background.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Education</th>
<th>Experience (years)</th>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Complexity</th>
<th>Techniques</th>
<th>Simulation software</th>
<th>Model’s perceived life</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1 Bachelor</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>DE</td>
<td>Extend</td>
<td>Short-term</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2 PhD</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>DE</td>
<td>GPSS, Extend, Excel</td>
<td>Short-term</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3 PhD</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>DE, SD</td>
<td>Extend</td>
<td>Long-term</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4 PhD</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>C/R</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>DE, SD</td>
<td>Extend, Vensim</td>
<td>Both*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A5 PhD</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>C/R</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Vensim, Java</td>
<td>Both*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A6 Masters</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>DE, SD, HB</td>
<td>Extend</td>
<td>Both*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A7 PhD</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>SimuLink, Matlab, Vensim, PowerSim</td>
<td>Short-term</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A8 PhD</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>DE, SD, HB</td>
<td>Extend</td>
<td>Long-term</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A9 PhD</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>DE</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Vensim, iThink</td>
<td>Both*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A10 PhD</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>C/R</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>DE</td>
<td>SD, SB</td>
<td>Extend</td>
<td>Both*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A11 PhD</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>DE</td>
<td>Witness</td>
<td>Both*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A12 Masters</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>C/R</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>DE</td>
<td>Witness, Visual Basic</td>
<td>Both*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A13 Bachelor</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>DE</td>
<td></td>
<td>Witness</td>
<td>Short-term</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A14 PhD</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>DE</td>
<td></td>
<td>Witness, C#, Sim8</td>
<td>Short-term</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A15 PhD</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>DE</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>SimScript</td>
<td>Both*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A16 Bachelor</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>C/R</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>DE, SD</td>
<td>Swaim, Extend</td>
<td>Both*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A17 PhD</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>DE</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Pascal, Simul8</td>
<td>Short-term</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A18 PhD</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>C/R</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>DE</td>
<td>Witness</td>
<td>Both*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A19 PhD</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>QSim</td>
<td>Short-term</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A20 Masters</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>DE</td>
<td>Witness</td>
<td>Short-term</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Average experience: 8.5 years

Education summary: PhD (14), Masters (3), Bachelor (3)

Modelling technique: DES: (8), SD: (4), Both DES and SD: (8)

Professional role summary: Consultant (9), Researcher (5), Researcher/Consultant (6)

Size: Small: 3, Medium: 14, Large: 3

Model life: Short-term (8), Long-term (2), Long/Short-term: (10)

Complexity: Low: 3, Medium: 12, High: 5 (25 %)

Summary of types of models

Aims: process insights, forecasting cost, quality and schedule; resource planning and allocation, process evaluation and improvement, quality assurance, process performance measurement and monitoring, and process design

Application area: process improvement, optimisation, and planning; technology evaluation and adoption; project planning and management; education and training, control and operational management

Problem domain: safety control systems, oil and gas pipelines, mining, supply chain and logistics, airport processes, call centres, manufacturing, financial services, defence (weapons, vehicles), telecom, retail, road and traffic, health care, software development processes, science (physical, bioinformatics)

The participants can be categorized into three groups; researchers (R), consultants (C), and researchers cum consultants (C/R); each group may have different intents to simulation modelling. For example, researchers’ objective for simulation model development is usually innovation. Whereas consultants’ intents to simulation model development are commercial. Modellers’ objectives in model development may affect the way they develop simulation models. Therefore, the inclusion of researchers and consultants is aimed to discover state-of-the-art simulation practice based on the practices of both researchers and consultants.
Table I summarises participants’ demographics and shows that there are 14 participants with a PhD, 3 participants with Master degrees and 3 participants who hold a Bachelor degree. This suggests that the participants in this study are highly educated and most of them had some modelling education as part of their professional or research degrees. Table I also shows that 5 participants are simulation researchers, 9 participants are simulation consultants and 6 participants are researchers cum consultants. This indicates that the participants in both groups are a good mix of researchers and consultants. The average experience of the participants in simulation is 8.5 years. This suggests a high level of simulation experience amongst the participants.

These results include the type of simulation models developed by the participants, the modelling tools used by them, the modelling techniques used, their size and the complexity of the models produced. This contextual data provides information about important factors which in turn affects the practices of the simulation modellers and their modelling process. Table I summarises the contexts of the participants; detailed discussion is provided in subsequent sections.

4.1 Types of models

Our participants develop their simulation models with a variety of aims; in various application areas and problems domain. As Table I shows, insights into and understanding the business processes, cost, schedule, quality forecasting, resource allocation & planning and performance monitoring & evaluation are the main aims of the models developed by our participants. Our participants develop simulation models both for services and manufacturing; which include transportation and passenger flow control, supply chain and logistics management, oil and gas pipelines, mining, call centre management, telecom, banking and financial services, healthcare policy planning, defence and software development processes.

The life of the simulation models developed by the participants includes both short term and long term models. Short term models are those which are used only for days, weeks or months and long term models are used for years. Table I shows that only 2 participants develop models for long term use, whereas 8 participants develop models which are used for short term: the majority, 10 participants, develop models both for short and long term use.

4.2 Simulation software

A number of different simulation software and programming languages are used by our participants to develop their simulation as shown in Table I. Simulation software used are Extend, Witness, Arena, Simul8, GPSS, Swaim, MS Excel, SimuLink, iThink, Vensim, SimScript, Matlab, QSim and ModSim; and the programming languages used are Visual Basic, Java and Pascal. Witness, Extend and Vensim are the most popular simulation software amongst these participants. Table I show that discrete event (DE) and system dynamics (SD) techniques are used by the majority of the participants. Out of 20 participants, 3 participants use SD, 8 participants use DE, and 9 participants use both DE & SD; providing a good mix of modellers using both techniques.

The participants discussed some merits and demerits of the simulation software they use. Our participants also believe that the right choice of simulation software for a given problem is very important for successful simulation projects. For example, A16 believes that a wrong choice of simulation software may introduce a lot of unnecessary complexity in a simulation model. A6 shares his personal experience of choosing wrong simulation software which resulted in late delivery and cost overrun. The selection of a tool may depend on different factors such as; budget constraints, performance requirements of the simulation model, ease of using the tool, maintenance support, documentation support and design quality, as suggested by the participants.
4.3 Size and complexity of simulation models

The participants of this study developed simulation models of varying complexity and size. The metrics for size and complexity of the models is very subjective. The participants indicate various measures to assess a simulation model’s size and complexity; however, there seems to be no agreement as to what can be a realistic measure for size and complexity. Table I summarises participants’ perceptions about the size of models they develop.

Table I shows that 3 participants think that they develop small models; 14 participants develop medium sized models; and 3 participants develop large models. This suggests that most of the participants in this study perceive that they develop simulation models of small and/or medium size.

Most participants like to perceive the size of the model in terms of magnitude of the problem i.e. number of entities, elements, activities or process steps; where entities and elements mean a conceptual or physical part of the system under study, such as machines, belts, people, or process steps etc. Some participants like to measure model size in terms of the time it takes to develop the model as shown by the transcript excerpt of A12 in Exhibit 1. Participants who use Witness or Extend also tend to measure size in terms of the number of ‘blocks’ in the model. Some participants also think that the number of variables can be a measure of size. Few participants think that “lines of code” is a good measure for the size of a simulation model. A12, A14 and S17 think that the amount of input data can also be used to measure size.

According to the participants, the size of a model also depends on the simulation software or the programming language being used to develop the model. A big model developed in one simulation software may appear to be a small model in another. For example, a model developed in Java or Visual Basic may appear to be very big in terms of lines of code; however, when developed in Witness or Extend, it may appear to be smaller due to the availability of a model constructs library and visual components. Therefore, A1 suggests that when estimating size of the model, simulation software should also be taken into consideration.

According to the participants, the size of a model also depends on the simulation software or the programming language being used to develop the model. The results show that there are no agreed metrics for simulation model size and no significant debate can be found about simulation model size in the literature.

Table I shows that 3 participants develop simulation models of low complexity; 12 participants develop models of medium complexity; and 5 participants develop highly complex models. This shows that most of the participants in both groups mostly develop simulation models of low and/or medium complexity.

Most of the participants wanted to talk more about the complexity of the models rather than size, as quotes from A9 and A12 show in Exhibit 2. The number of interactions between model elements, blocks or the variables is the most popular measure perceived by the participants. Those with continuous simulation background think that the higher the number of feedback loops, the higher the complexity of the model would be. A4 thinks that the number of questions to be answered by the simulation study could be a measure of complexity because the greater the number of questions the greater the output values and analysis, hence making the simulation more complex. Some of the participants also believe that complexity in the data and complexity in the output, originating from a simulation problem, are also good indications of the complexity of the simulation model. A1 and S17 assume that the number of flows in a simulation model can also be a measure for complexity.

Most of the participants think that size and complexity are related most of the time: in general, the larger the model size, the higher will be the complexity. Only A6 and A11 think that size and complexity are not necessarily related. A11 said that a model may be very big in
terms of input data, number of blocks and variables, but different parts of a model may be replicating a similar structure, therefore, the model may not be as complex as it seems.

Exhibit 1: Participants’ views about model size.

A6: I guess number of blocks is one way to characterise the size of a model. And it was a couple of hundred blocks, I won’t say it was a huge model. But it was relatively complicated by a medium size model. In terms of the number of the blocks in the model.

A8: Well I am consultant I measure in dollars…

A11: I would say if you are talking about elements rather than variables… if you got something like 10 to 15 elements you got a medium size model… less than 10 probably small… more than 20 means big… and what I mean by elements is machines, parts, buffers…

A12: I think it is natural for consultants (to measure in terms of time), because we would tend to when it comes to communicating with the client that how big the project is, and establishing its cost, we deal in the amount of time it takes to develop it… so yes we tend to talk in terms of development time… I think there is a fairly direct correlation between the amount of time it takes and how difficult and how complex it is to develop it…

A14: … so you are looking at 2 to 3 thousand servers within the simulation…and a workload of 10s of thousands of calls per day… so in terms or event list it is quite a big simulation problem…

Exhibit 2: Participants’ views about complexity.

A9: I think model complexity is probably more interesting (than model size)… but the point is that there is no agreed measure…

A2: I think there is a fairly direct correlation between the amount of time it takes and how difficult and how complex it is to develop it… It (size) isn’t something that I find to be terribly important, what I find important is how long it takes…

A6: To me a model… the important thing about model is its degree of complexity… so complexity can be measured by the relationships amongst variables… my model probably had about 100 variables and it probably had 500 interrelationships amongst the variables… so that’s where the complexity came in…

The results in this section show that most of the participants develop simulation models of low/medium complexity. Again there are no agreed metrics to measure the complexity of the models, and similarly, no significant debate can be found in the literature about the complexity of models. However, the results show that complexity of models largely depends on the complexity of problems and size of the models.

5. PRACTICES OF THE PARTICIPANTS

5.1 Model development practice

Our participants typically develop their simulation models alone, while on rare occasions they collaborate with other modellers; however, they seldom work on the same model concurrently. Only A16 discussed his experience of a large scale defence simulation project where about 200 people worked on various parts of the same project. A5, A9, A10, A11, A12 and A13 share their experience of working on some projects where roles and responsibilities were divided amongst many team members as a simulation modeller, data collector, and processmapper/system-engineer. According to A12, modellers tend to develop their models more efficiently when they work alone, since having multiple people on one model introduces time and communication overheads. A12, A15 and A16 suggest that communication is the biggest problem since everyone needs to have the same level of understanding about the project; and it becomes even a bigger problem if team members come from different educational, lingual and cultural backgrounds.

All participants say that typically, they define simulation goals and scope, identify inputs and outputs, draw a diagram if needed and start with a small model. Only a few of the participants mention simulation model design as part of their process. Only three participants talked about design as a process step; these participants claim to be developing big and highly
complex models. Most of the participants suggest that an evolutionary approach should be
adopted for model development; by starting small and adding details as requirements, the
scope of the model becomes clearer and validation and verification should be conducted
alongside.

Heavy client contact is emphasized by most of the participants who develop models for a
client. Since researchers often do not have a client, unless it is a project in collaboration with
industry, the researchers do not emphasize client contact for successful simulation studies. In
the commercial world, client wants to see the solution of their problems as quickly as
possible; therefore, the participants recommend a rapid approach towards model development.
Thus, a simulation modeller must involve the client heavily and adapt his/her modelling
process according to the client needs in order to deliver the results and recommendation
quickly.

Exhibit 3: Participants’ perceptions about teamwork.

A12: It is partly nature of the project and I think it is part of nature of modelling (also)...that it is quite an individual thing...
because it is an art rather than a science, the extraction of the pertinent details from the real world situation...it is very much
our own interpretations that what the pertinent details are...

A16: The primary problem I always encountered as a member of the team is a lack of clear vision of what you supposed to
do...

A16: So as a team member the primary problem always was what to do, when to do, and what is the highest priority...and
everybody has his own opinion that what is the most important...so if you have a clear set of objectives then that helps
relationship with other team members...

A15: you can view model development solely as an exercise of communication... everyone got his own idea of how system
works inside his head...so constructing a model outside everyone’s head so every can see the same thing and play with it
and manipulate it in different ways... communication is the most expensive part of whole modelling activity...not only with the
modellers but you got to communicate with domain experts, users and other people...you have to communicate the whole
time...

5.2 Documentation practice

The amount and type of documentation produced by our participants varies with their context;
however, comments in comment boxes or model code seem to be the most important form of
documentation for a simulation model, since every participant emphasized on comments. In
addition to comments, simulation objectives, model scope, inputs, outputs, influence
diagrams, model structure/design, explanation of model working and scenarios for
experiments should be documented. However, the extent of documentation produced for a
simulation model depends on a number of factors.

Type of simulation project: Most researchers do not document their models and believe
their research papers, conference presentations and dissertation serve as model
documentation, as A7 says, “I think (my) model is not going to be something that is safety or
business critical. At least for me writing of the paper is model documentation”. However, if
the model has to be produced for a client or in collaboration with the industry, then there can
be some formal documentation depending on the requirements by the client and the modellers
own aptitude.

Size and length of simulation modelling project: The size and length of a simulation
project are also very important factors in determining the extent of documentation produced
for a simulation model. Our participants do not produce documentation for small, quick and
throw away models. However, documentation may prove to be helpful for medium/large
projects depending on the life of the simulation model.

Time and budget: Time and budget allocated for a simulation project may also be a
driving force for the amount and extent of documentation produced. Researchers’ academic
commitments do not allow them enough time for documentation, and for consultants, a
budget is the primary factor. As A10 puts it, “people don’t want to pay for documentation, documentation doesn’t get done.”

**Model users:** If the model is to be handed over to the client for long term use and some modifications may be needed in the future, the provision of documentation becomes important. However, in most cases, a simulation modeller is also the user of the simulation model; where he/she provides the results and analysis of a simulation study to the client in the form of reports or presentations which serve as documentation of the model.

**Relationship with the client:** Some of the participants think that if you have a very close relationship with the client, you may not need to produce a lot of documentation. For example, A8 discusses a model on which he has worked on for 6 years in very close contact with the client, “I was well known and knew the people I was working with... so it was more informal... so I would say there isn’t lot of formal documentation specifications... just a user manual...”

### 5.3 Maintenance practice

As most of the models developed by our participants are used for short/medium term, they rarely needed maintenance. However, on occasions, if they have to modify a model developed by someone else, maintainability may be an issue, especially for large models; A8, A12, A13, A14, A15 and A16 say that they have faced problems while maintaining models developed by someone else. They think that poor documentation makes a model very difficult to maintain.

The participants think that comments are the best support in enhancing the maintainability of a simulation model. Some also think that coherent documentation greatly helps maintainability. A5 and A11 say that model structure should be made as modular as possible in order to enhance model’s understandability. A6 also suggests that simulation software can support model maintainability by providing a provision for the modular structure of a model. A8 and A18 suggest that separating the data from the model structure can be potentially very helpful to build maintainable models. A15 says that clarity and simplicity are also very important aspects of a model’s maintainability.

### 5.4 Evaluation of models

Most participants consider validation and verification of models as being evaluation. Moreover, for some participants, such as A13, client satisfaction is the prime parameter for evaluating a model as shown in the Exhibit 4. Two participants, A9, A10 and A11 also say that usability and performance are an implicit part of their model evaluation; however, no formal approach is followed to evaluate this. As suggested by A4 and A18, a model’s documentation, usefulness, usability and maintainability are some of the measure of evaluation that should be taken into account.

Some consultants, as shown in the Exhibit 4, believe that clients are more interested in the results or outcome of a simulation model than the actual process of development and evaluation of the model. A12 believes that commercial world does not really care about evaluation unless it is associated with financial loss or gain.

Most of the researchers believe the ultimate aim of their models is to get a publication out of it. Their models are presented and published in conferences and journals through a peer review process; that help them evaluating their models. They say that dissertation defence also serves as a form of evaluation for their models. Although documentation, maintainability, usability and performance are interesting aspects of a model evaluation, their academic and administrative responsibilities do not allow them much time to spend on these aspects of model evaluation (apart from validation and verification) unless it has some research value.

Exhibit 4: Quotes from transcripts about simulation model evaluation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quote</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A12:</td>
<td>&quot;Well, I think it (not doing formal evaluation) is certainly an intellectual compromise…I think on the other hand you can know by looking at the commercial benefits that you are producing…so things round about between the two really…”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A13:</td>
<td>&quot;evaluation from my point of view would be customer satisfaction… you know it doesn’t really matter whether a model is 60 % or 100 % accurate if the customer is happy with your analysis and results”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A10:</td>
<td>&quot;Surely we monitor performance for the models because that’s important and in terms of usability, we are quite sensitive about that&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A10:</td>
<td>&quot;Yes, we ask the user, do you like it? He may say yes or no… so we can ask what you don’t like and they tell us and we change (laughing)…&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

These results provide a general picture of a range of contextual factors and how they can affect simulation practice. Knowledge of the possible effect of context on simulation practice can be particularly helpful for novices to adapt their simulation practice according to the varying contexts.

The results suggest, since the majority of the models developed by our participants are small/medium and not very complex, that most models are developed by individual modellers. However, in larger projects, responsibilities may be divided into a number of different people in a team which may include a process mapper, data collector, model designer and developer. This supports Robinson’s [2] assertion that the majority of the models are developed by a single modeller. Moreover, amongst our participants, the modeller is also usually the model user where he/she runs experiments on a validated and verified model and presents the results to the client. Since, in most cases, they do not hand over the models to the client for long term use, they don’t have to worry much about model’s maintenance, usability and interface design.

Since the majority of the models developed by our participants are small/medium in size, low/medium in complexity and don’t take very long to develop, they do not formally design the structure of the model before developing it on a computer. This supports the findings of Foss et al. [15] that most modellers do not design their models formally. As A8 says, for small projects, spending too much time on formally designing the simulation model may not be feasible in terms of cost and time; however, formally designing a large model which is to be used for a long period of time may save valuable time both during and after development. As explained by A12, the nature of simulation modelling does not require him to design a model structure prior to constructing the model; because on most occasions, in the initial stage of a project, neither the modeller nor client fully understand the problem that is to be simulated; therefore producing a design for something for which requirements are not clear may not be easy.

Although there are increasing concerns amongst researchers about the growing simulation model complexity and size and its implications [16-18], our results suggest that simulation model size and complexity is an obscure concept for which no generally agreed metrics exist. Therefore, perceptions on model size and complexity may differ depending on one’s background, experience and worldview on simulation and modelling. A model being big and complex for one may be very easy for another to understand or vice versa. Although simulation model size and complexity seem to have huge implications on simulation modelling practice [19], we could not find any considerable study in the literature that explores the relationship of simulation model size and complexity with simulation modelling practice. Our findings suggest that the simulation research community needs to pay more attention towards understanding the phenomenon of simulation model complexity and size, and how it may affect simulation practice.
Although model maintenance is a topic of greater interest and debate in the defence and military simulation community [20], our participants are not too concerned with the maintainability of their models, since their models are usually small/medium and rarely reused. However, maintainability may become important if the models are needed to be evolved and enhanced in future.

Most of our participants do not document their models in a formal way and the extent of documentation varies depending on each individual context. This finding supports the view of Salt [21] that defence modellers are obsessed with reuse and documentation, while civilians do not bother reusing and documenting their models. Documentation has a crucial role if a model is to be reused and maintained in future [6]. Foss et al. [15] believe that most models are rarely reused because they are poorly documented; and poor documentation hinders maintainability of a model. However, Taylor et al. [22] and Robinson et al. [23] believe that it in contrast to defence simulation, it is often more difficult to reuse an old model as opposed to building a new model from scratch; because in the business world, the objectives and requirements of a model may change very rapidly; therefore, a model build against previous objectives and requirements may not be reusable for a new objective. However, the knowledge and experience gained from an old model is always reused in the new model.

Most of our participants believe that evaluation of a model consists of model validation and verification. Other aspects of evaluation such as quality, usability, utility, performance, documentation and maintainability are not usually considered by our participants. Simulation modelling literature also shows that validation and verification is the main focus in model evaluation for the models developed for business and industry [24]. However, other aspects of model evaluation seem to be taken care of in large scale defence simulation [6]. Moreover, as discussed earlier, most models are used by the modellers themselves; a holistic evaluation will be needed only when the budgets allow and models are to handed over to the client for use.

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Exploring the contexts and practices of expert simulation helped understand simulation practice in the real world. The results of this study suggest that the modelling practices of modellers is affected by many contextual factors such as problem domain, model aim and questions to be answered, simulation software, team dynamics, client contact, model/problem size and complexity and client requirements. Below, we summarise the results:

- The results suggest that most of the models developed by our participants are small/medium in size and low/medium in complexity. A model’s life, complexity, size and simulation software selection may affect simulation practices such as documentation, maintenance, the conceptual design phase and evaluation of simulation models.
- Moreover, most of the participants believe that simulation model size and complexity are related, however, they do not seem to have similar concepts and perceived metrics.
- Simulation software also seems to have a relationship with model complexity and size, as well as the time it takes to develop the model.
- Most of the participants typically develop their models alone, however, on rare occasions when they have to work in a team; communication with other people involved in simulation project appears to be the single biggest problem when a simulation modeller has to work in a team.
- Since most of the participants develop small/medium models, they do not produce any formal design of their models.
- The amount and extent of documentation for a simulation model varies depending on the nature of a simulation project, time and budget, size of simulation model, model life and...
model users. Since modellers rarely need to maintain simulation models, model maintenance is not an issue.

- Client satisfaction with the model results is the key criterion for model evaluation, and validation and verification are the key evaluation activities.

This study, like any other qualitative study, is not without limitations. Given that the data has been collected from a small sample size and drawn mostly through personal contacts, the results do not provide a uniform or view of simulation practice in business and industry but identify some trends and pointers on which future studies can be built. In order to further explore, validate and generalise these findings, a large scale survey of simulation modellers’ practice would be useful. This would potentially add to the validity of the findings from this research and allow further insights into the contexts and practices of simulation modellers. Although our participants consisted of both system dynamics and discrete even modellers, they did not identify any difference in simulation practice depending on modelling techniques. However, in future studies, it would be interesting to explore how the modelling practices, especially the modelling process of discrete events and continuous simulation modellers differ. In addition, conducting studies in niches (e.g. defence, manufacturing, healthcare, retail, logistics etc.) of simulation modelling will help further understand the state-of-the-art and state-of-practice discipline in a specific area.

A simulation modeller’s context also has a relationship with the modelling process of a modeller. It would be interesting to explore how the process of model development is related with a modeller’s context. Moreover, further in-depth studies focusing the areas of validation and verification, documentation, model reuse and conceptual modelling with the modellers’ context will be a useful addition to simulation methodology research.
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